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RESEARCH TOPICS
•

Motors-drives solutions for aeronautical and automotive applications

•

Modeling, simulation, and control of fault-tolerant machines

•

Sensorless and optimum control of synchronous reluctance motors

•

High-efficiency line-start SRM for industrial applications

•

Modeling and simulation of hydrogen light-rail trains

MOTORS-DRIVES SOLUTIONS FOR AERONAUTICAL AND AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATIONS
Keywords: Motor design, fault-tolerant motor, PM motor, switched reluctance motor, flap
actuator, helicopter, tail rotor, transient analysis, thermal analysis.

In aeronautical applications, the activity in has led to the design of multiphase motors and
drives with “independent phases”, i.e. conceived to be tolerant respect to faults which
could happen on both the motor and drive phases. A 5-phase motor for “flap application”,
a 6-phase motor for “cabin elevator”, and a 6-phase motor for the tail rotor of a helicopter
(FP7 CleanSky/Airbus project) have been developed.
In automotive application, the H2020 ReFreeDrive project (2017-2020) has the objective
to develop rare earth-free traction technologies beyond their current state-of-art, with a
strong focus on industrial feasibility for mass production, targeting lower costs with
higher specific torque and power density. Design and prototypes of induction motors and
synchronous reluctance motors (pure and assisted by rare-earth free permanent magnets)
for two power ranges electric vehicles (75 kW and 200 kW) are planned.

Highlights of the Horizon 2020 – ReFreeDrive project
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MODELING, SIMULATION, AND CONTROL OF FAULT-TOLERANT MACHINES
Keywords: Motor modeling, motor simulation, multiphase machines, fault-tolerant machines,
finite element analysis, virtual prototyping, neuro-fuzzy controller.

This research has led to the development of dynamic models suitable for accurate cosimulation of fault-tolerant permanent-magnet motor drives featuring independent-phases
structure. The model functions are pre-computed by a finite element method analysis of
a single phase of the machine, once the magnetic independence among the phases has
been verified. Then, the circuital model is solved by a dynamical simulator which
implements also the drive system, converter and control, following on the off-line cosimulation approach. The methodology has been used for the development of a neurofuzzy controller with fault-tolerance capability.

Implementation steps of the fault-tolerant PM motor model
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SENSORLESS AND OPTIMUM CONTROL OF SYNCHRONOUS RELUCTANCE MOTORS
Keywords: Synchronous reluctance motor, sensorless control, finite elements modeling, finite
elements analysis, phase-locked loop algorithm, optimum control, MTPA.

A hybrid sensorless controller is developed, which includes an adaptive observer for notzero speed operation and signal injection for standstill. The observer detects the flux
linkages components in the two-phase stationary reference frame by the voltage model
integration and closed loop correction feedback. This last is provided by a non-linear
model of the rotor-fixed frame flux components achieved by finite elements
computations. Maximum torque/current, maximum power factor, maximum torque/flux,
and maximum efficiency are considered for optimum control. The optimizing control
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trajectories are evaluated by means of a numerical Finite Elements model analysis and
validated by experiments.

Test results of synchronous reluctance motor control
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HIGH-EFFICIENCY LINE-START SRM FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
Keywords: Synchronous reluctance motor, line-start motor, finite elements design, fan
application, pump application.

The design of high performance Line-Start Synchronous Reluctance motor should ensure
a certain compromise between an adequate starting performance in the asynchronous
operating region and efficiency at synchronous operation. A 4 kW, 4 poles, IE4. LSSRM
has been realized and tested. The prototype presents satisfactory performance, reduced
acoustic impact, low temperature increase in the stator winding and good behavior during
start-up. The comparison with a same size IE3 Induction motor points out an effective
save of about 20% of electrical steel volume and 10% of copper, despite the increment of
efficiency.

Prototype and tests of the line-start SRM
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MODELING AND SIMULATION OF HYDROGEN LIGHT-RAIL TRAINS
Keywords: Light-rail train modeling, fuel cells, flywheel, hybrid power train.

The business case for electrification of the “complementary” lines is almost always
unfavorable and diesel traction is usually provided. New technological opportunities
concerning advanced hybrid propulsion systems offer to realize a city railway
transportation system environmental friendly able to operate at high energy efficiency
also along non-electrified lines. An emission-free light-train (tram-train type) powered by
a hybrid power unit consisting of hydrogen fuel cells and high-speed kinetic energy
storage systems has been modeled and simulated. A numerical dynamic simulator of the
proposed light-trail train has been developed in order to compute performance by varying
system parameters with the aim to numerically verify the technical feasibility.
The simulation of the proposed light-train running along a re-designed non-electrified
single-track line in the sub-urban territory of L’Aquila city (Italy) has been carried out.
The numerical results show that a significant reduction of energy consumption and
emissions can be achieved by using the hydrogen power-train and regenerative braking.

Power system simplified scheme of the LHE train
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